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I. INTRODUCTION

I. The item entit,lecl "International co-operation to avert new flows of refugees"
was included in the agenda of the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly at
the reguest of the Federal Republic of Germany. See (A/35/242).

2. The Special Political Comnittee exarnined the item at its 43rd to 49th
meetings' between 26 November and 5 December 1980" At the 43rd meeting, on
26 November' statements were made by the representatives of'the Federal Republic of
Germany and Portugal (A/SPC/33/SR.43)i at the 44th meeting, on 28 lrlovember, by the
representatives of the Philippines, Japan, the United States of America, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Egypt, Canada, New Zealand, Zaire,
Singapore, Pakistan and the Union of Soviet Socialists Republic (A/spC/35/SR.44) i
and at the 45th neeting, on I December, by the representatives of Austria, the
German Democratic Republic, Viet Nam, Iiungary, Francen China, Mongolia, Indonesia
and Italy (A/sPc/35/sR.45). At. the 46th neeting, the same day, after introduction
of a draft resolution by the Federal Republic of Germany, statements $rere made by
the representatives of Malaysia, Somalia, Finland, the Iao Peoplers Democratic
Republic; Czechoslovakia' 'Jordan, fienocratic Yemen, Cuba, Greece, Democratic
Kampuchea and fndia (A/SP9/35/SR.46), and at the 47th raeeting, on 2 December, by
the representatives of Eunisia, tganda, Morocco, Bulgaria, sweden, li&)rway,
Australia, Sierra Leone and Ethiopia (A/SPC/35/SR.47).

3. At its 92nd plenary meeting' on 11 December 1980, the General Assembly, on the
recommendaLion of the Special Political Committee (A/35/582) adopted resolution
35/L24, the operative part of which read as follows:

nThe General Assenbly,

tl

ul. Strongly condenns all policies and practices of oppressive and
racist rdglnes as wJif as aggression, alien domination and ioreign occupation,
which are primarily responsible for the massive flows of refugees throughout
the world and which result in inhuman suffering;

"2. Invites all Mernber States to eonvey to the Secretary-General their
comments and suggestions on inlernational co-operation to avert new flows of
refugees and to facilitate the return of those refugees who wish to return;

'3. Reqyests. the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at
its thirty-sixtfr session, for its further examination and thorough study, the
vj.ews, corunents and suggestions expressed by Member States, together with
those expresse<i on the item at its thirty-fifth session, including all
additional contributions pertaining to the matter which he may receive from
other United Nations organsi

'|4. ogglq-eq to include in the provisional agenda of its thirty-sixth
session tnffilntitled f rnternational co-operation to avert new flows of
ref ugees I rt.
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4. In response to the reguest contained in paragraph 3 of resolution 35/L24, the
Secretary-General, by a note dated 12 February 1981, transmitted the resolution to
the pernanent representatives of Ivtember States of the United Nations, as weII as to
United Nations organs and specialized agencies, inviting then to send him their
views, cofiunents and suggestions on international co-operation to avert new flows of
refugees and to facilitate the return of those refugees who wished to return.

5. As at ?2 September 1981, 30 replies had been received from Member States and
from United Nations organs and specialized agencies, the substantive parts of which
are reproduced in sections fI and III below.

IT. OBSERVATIONS RECEIVED FROTI{ GOVERNMENTS

AUSTRALIA

[Original: nnglishl

l14 Sept,ember f9811

l. Australia is grateful to the Federal Republic of Germany for having taken the
initiative in drawing the attention of the Member States to the serious problems
which can and have been causecl by the mass flows of refugees' and to the need for
effective preventive action by the international cornmunity.

2. lleasures f,or the relief of refugees - whether through naterial assistance or
resettlement - can never be an adequate answer to the problems of mass flows"
Apart from the fact that such measures can only partially alleviate the human
misery involved, the concentration on remedial aspects at the expense of the need \

for preventive measures will create indvitably a serious imbalance. There is a
danger that a level of disorder could be reached in the world, producing mass flows
on such a scale that the existing international protection system will be unable to
cope with even minimum effectiveness with the resulting situation.

3. As resolution 35/124 Snints out in its preamble, the massive flows of refugees
may affect the domestic order and stability of receiving States and jeopardize the
stability of entire regions and'endanger international peace and security.

4. It is axiomatic that, as a general solution, resettlement abroad can never be
a viable or desirable alternative to the stabilization of existing populations in a
peaceful and just order. Indeed, in certain cases of mass flows, especially
exceptionally large ones' experience has shown that the only possible or
satisfactory hunnnitarian and political solution nay be voluntary repatriation.
Essentially, the protection system is a disaster response system. More important
than remedies for disasters must be their prevention.

5. It was partly to give due recognit,ion to the importance of voluntary
repatriation in certain mass flow situations that Australia proposed last year in
the Eb<ecutive Comnittee of the II}IIICR progranme that the concept and practice of
temporary refuge should be studied by the international comnunity. As the
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mechanism tinking admission and the provision of durable solutions' temporary
refuge is an essential element in the international protection system which
requires examination in relation to status, the provision of durable solutions and
international solidarity and co-operation in obtaining such solutions. Australia
considers that in mass flow situations admission into the country of refuge cannot
be construed automatically as the provision by the admitting State of a durable
solution. There is no justification for such a view in the practice of States.
Furthermore, such a general or invariable rule of construction could not be
justified on eiLher humanitarian or political grounds. It would effecLively
relieve the country of origin of its serious responsibility to take whatever
measures are possible and necessary to enable people who have fled its territory to
return. It would also undermine the right of people who have had to flee their
homeland to seek the support of the international community in obtaining the
conditions which wiII make possible their voluntary return, and iL would
institutionalize exile at the expense of the fundamental right of the individual to
return to his country and enjoy his basic human rights. In some cases it would
place an unrealistic burden on the country of refuge and result in "solutions"
which were seriously unsatisfactory.

6. Without an explicitly recognized right of the admitting State to caLegorize
admission in certain cases of nass flows as providing only a temporary solution and
to call upon the assistance of the entire international community to effect
satisfactory solutions, Australia believes that the international protection rdgime
would be gravely distorted and would inevitably be the cause of much human misery
and suffering as well as international tension. For humanitarian and political
reasons, such a rdgime would be unacceptable to Australia' as indeed, it has been
unacceptable to many other countries.

7. Australia firmly believes that an international protection r6gime of global
application constructed on the basis that volunlary repatriation is an ideal but an
impractical solution which can be largely discounted in practice and which does not
even warrant a mention in that rdgime - as is the case with the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees V - is no longer acceptable as an adequate or
complete model of universat application, particularly in a time of mass flows of
growing number and size. Experience has shown that its cost in humanitarian and
political terms is too high.

8. Australia believes that a useful and essential first step in determining what
further international measures are required to respond adeguately to the present
situation is to ascertain what are the causes of the mass flows. Ftor this reason,
Austratia has supported the decision of the United Nations Comnission on Human

Rights on the initiative of Canada to obtain a retrnrt on the question of human
rights and mass exoduses. It is our hope that the Special Rapporteur rs mandate
wilI be broadly interpreted. It is apparent, for instance' that significant new
factors have emerged in the movements of peoples related directly to the present
circumstances of the world, including ideological and cultural conflict, problens
in national development, economic disparities engendering difficult and disturbed

y United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 189' tlo. 2545, p. 137.
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conditions of life and expectations concerning more relaxed treatment of
asylum-seekers. The significance of these new factors must be carefully assessed.
On the basis of a cornprehensive repprt of the causes of the mass flows, the
international community will be better placed to determine what specific measures
of a preventive and remedial kind are reguired.

9. ft is important that an examination of the causes of mass flows and Lhe
deliberations concerning their prevention and solut.ion should be seen as
interrelated and complementary exercises. Likewise, the preventive and remedial
aspects should be seen as interrelated, particularly in situations where the
conditions in the country of origin causing the outflow are capable of amelioration
through international co-operation and assistance, Lhus stopping or diminishing the
outflow and allowing voluntary return.

10. A thorough and objective exanination of the causes of mass flows of people may
indicate what kind of measures are required to stabild.ze populations. For the long
term these measures may have to relate to the whole basis of the international
order and to extend widely to its political, social and economic aspects. The
modern phenomenon of the nass flow may be just one dramatic aspect of the reality
of the interdependence of nations and may indicate how difficult it is becoming in
the conditions of the modern world to confine the consequences of major social
disasters to the immediate surrounding areas.

11. The number and volume of mass flows in recent years have been such that the
need for effective and satisfactory preventive measures by the international
community is now more widely accepted.

L2. For the moment' however, international mechanisms which could be used for
averting flows or for intervening to diminish or end them are seriously inadeguate
for these purPoses. Existing international political bodies are ill-suited to deat
with the continuous and sometimes rapid evolut,ion of potential or actual mass flow
situations. As a conseguencer the international response to such situations,
particularly at the political leveI, has generally been a matter of too little too
lat'e. No adeguate early warning mechanism has been established to avert or prevent
mass flows by seeuring helpful and timely anticipatory action. International
organizations for dealing with refugee situations have been deveLoped mainly to
deal with such flows onee they have occurred.

13. Solutions, howeverr D€€d not necessarily be restricted to action afLer .a mass
exodus. Representations, for exanple, can be made at the outset of an exodus, and
a variety of other initiatives can be ,taken at an earlier stage to avert'or stem a
mass flow or at a subsequent stage to ameliorate a situation, so as to facilitate
voluntary return.

14. It' is in the area of preventive and ameliorating action that the limitations
of the present intergovernmental machinery are most apparent. In dealing with the
causes of refugee situations the linitations placed on international bodies such as
the Office of the United Nations High Conmissioner for Refugees by reason of the
essent'ially hunanitarian and non-political nature of their responsibitities have
inevitably restricted significantly their capability to deal adequately with
potential or actual refugee situations.
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15. While in no sense seeking to anticipate the outcome of an inguiry into the
adeguacy of existing rnachinery it may be helpful to identify those measures whichthe internaLional comrnunity could take to improve thg international response to
mass flow situations. such measures could include th-e establishment of early
warning mechanisms and entrusting certain functions to international bodies,including inquiry into the facts of situaLions, mediation or good offices and
making recommendations for the solution or amelioration of such situations. Theglobal and regional implications of mass flows would be highlighted through the
establishment of such processes.

16. Fbr the reasons set out above, Australia favours the suggestion that an ad hoc
committee should be created Lo make a comprehensive review of all relevant asFffi-of the refugee problern. Australiars preference, however, is for such an ad hoc
committee to concentrate its activities on an examination of the present -l-
intergovernrnental rnachinery for dealing with international refugee situations andthe ways in which they may be improved. Australia would not in this connexion
exclude the possibility of a special body of the General Assembly to deal withpractical preventive or ameliorative measures. The need for this, howeverr has yet
to be conclusively demonstrated.

I7. Guidelines for the conduct of States in preventing or averting nass flows may
be usefulr provided that they take adeguate account of the complexity and variety
of the causes of mass flows and that their fornulation received the general
endorsement of the international cornmunity as representing an acceptable and
balanced exposition of a1l the relevant principles. Australia considers, however,that they should be developed elsewhere, perhaps in the Sixth Committee of the
General Assembly, and that. the report of the ad hoc committee need not await theirconclusion.

AUSTRIA

IAriginal: Englishl

[3 June 1981]

1. In the recent pasL' mass migration and mass exodus have reached a dimensionpreviously unknown. There are at present over 12 million refugees in the worId,
more than in any other time in modern history, in search of sanctuary. Theinternational community so far has undertaken efforts to alleviate the tragic sortof refugees as much as Srcssible and provide humanitarian assistance. Above al1 theoffice of the united Nations lligh Commissioner for Refugees, but also otherinternational governmental and non-governmental organizations have done a
remarkable job with limited resources and under often very adverse conditions.

2. The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, however, dates from I95I,
and in the same year the office of the united Nations High commissioner for
Refugees was created, with its double mandaLe of protecting the rights of refugees
and co-ordinating relief efforts and material assistance prograrunes. Both measures
were in response to the migrat.ions of refugees of the Second World War and the
Post-war period and were thus necessarily based on the perceptions and experienceof that period.

/...
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3. But by now the situation itself and the dimensions of the problem have
changed. There is growing awareness that immigration and refugee issues may prove
to be among the most important and troubling world problens of the next decades' as

there is increasing evidence of an international nrigration of large magnitude.
Ttris is an international phenomenon and the international community will have to
formulate an adequate response to it. t'leaningful and effective solutions wiIl call
for intense international co-operation, and the United l.lations, where all the
necessary information to handle this problem flows together, wiII have to assume a

leadership role.

4. On this premise, the Austrian Federal Government supports the initiative
undertaken by the Federal Republic of Germanyr as was clearly expressed in the
address of the Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Willibatd Pahrr at the
thirty-fifth session of the General Assemb1y. This support is based furthermore on
Austria's traditional role of accepting refugees and acting as a country of first
asylum, as well as on the deep and unconditionat commitment of Austria to the
promotion and protection of human rights as an indispensable prerequisite for
peace, develoPment, security and the reduction of tensions.

5. Austria believes that fulI respect for human rights can contribute largely
towards the etimination of the main causes for any exodus. Recent history shows

that racial discrimination, religious intolerance and the denial of basic
political, civil, social, economic and cultural rights have often compelled a large
number of people to leave their countries of origin. Itrerefore, efforts shall also
be directed towards the fuII implementation of human rights as laid down in the
Charter of the United Nations and the relevant international instruments on human

r ights.

6. In order to keep the important nomentum created by the initiative of the
Federal Republic of Germany, appropriate institutional arrangements will have to be

made. The Austrian Government could, in this respect, envisage the creation of an

expert committee to analyse and study the views and suggestions of Member States
ano to present in a comprehensive manner the relevant and accepted principles of
international law and international relations. Such an expert committee could
furthermore engage in elaborating guidelines of a preventive nature, as well as for
the handling and the conduct of massive flows of refugees, with the view to
avoiding economic disruption and internal destabilization of the recipient country.

7. It is Austria's firn Snsition, however, that all consideration of this wide
range of problems will have to be based on the irrevocable respect for the dignity
of man and his human rights.

BELGIUM

[original: French]

[27 JuIy 1981]

I. Mass exoduses, whether they involve refugees in the strict sense or persons
fleeing conditions of life that have become impossible for whatever reason, cause
tremendous suffering and may also affect the stability of receiving countries and

/...
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of the regions concerned, and even inLernational peace and security. They impose
great obligations and financial burdens upon the international community.

2. It is therefore right and proper that international efforts should be
intensified not only to assist those who leave their countries en masse for
whatever reason but also to avert such exoduses to the extent possible, or at least
to channel and linit them.

3. Belgiurn, therefore, hopes that the international community will continue in
some appropriate forum the discussion it began under item 122 of the agenda of the
thirty-fifth session of the General Assernbly and that the discussion will encompass
aII aspects of the complex problem of mass exoduses. It, hopes that the discussion
will lead to a-.search for concrete solutions to the various problems that nay be
icientified, bearing in mind the humanitarian objectives which are being pursued.

4. As regards mass exoduses
would have a practical impact
night includerl inter alia, the

5. As regards prevention, the code, while futly respecting the principle of the
freedom of everyone to leave and return to his own country, might recall the
principles, many of which are already laid down in the United Nations Charterr
whose violation by States is in many cases the root cause of exoduses.

5. Special attention would be given to respect for human rights. In that
connexion, Belgiun looks forward with interest to the report to be prepared under
resolution 29 (XX)ffII) of the Cornmission on Human Rights by the Special Raptrnrteurl
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, on the subject of human rights and massive exoduses.

7. The code would also lay down principles concerning the limitat.ion and
channelling of flows of refugees which had proved impossible to avert. These
principles would go beyond the strictly humanitarian action already undertakenr
prinarily by the office of the United tilations High Corunissioner for Refugees, and
might cover, inter a1ia, the following 5nints:

(a) The notion of burden-sharing with regard to the financial and other
inplications of exoduses. application of this principle shoutd also make States of
origin more responsive to the need to limit and even avert, flows of refugees;

(b) Direct contacts by the Secretary-General with the Governments concerned
in cases where a mass exodus of refugees becomes a matter of international concern,
in order to assess the possible link between the situation and the fulI enjolment
of human rights and to make concrete reconmendations for ameliorating such
situations (cf. resolution 30 (XnfVI) of the Conmission on Human Rights) I

(c) Active encouragement of the voluntary repatriation of refugees by
promoting guarantees of the safety and rights of repatriated persons, as advocated
by the Executive Committee of the Programme of the High Commissioner for Refugees
in October lastl

of refugees in the strict sense, an initial step that
could be the drafting of a rtcode of conduct"p which
following elements.
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(d) Improvement of the situation with regard to the acceptance by the
international comrnunity of refugees considered less "desirable" (such as disabled
refugees), for example, by eliminating the present practice of selective
resettlement i

(e) Resettlement of refugees in the continent or region of origin.

8. As for mass exoduses resulting from other factors (natural or economic),
Belgium wonders whether these should not be studied from the general standpoint of
migrations of population under the auspices of the United \lations bodies dealing
with population questions, with the assistance of the international organizations
concerned (e.9., UNDRO, UNDP, FAO, WHO, UNICEF and ICFII). Such a study would make
it possibfe to identify the most appropriate preventive measures for averting or
channelling exoduses of that kind.

9. This dual approach would also help to demarcate more clearly the division of
responsibility within the United Nations system for dealing with the problem of
mass exoduses. It would make it possible, for example, for the Office of the High
Cornmissioner for Refugees to concentrate on persons within its original mandate and
to act in accordance with the purpose for which it was established, namely, the
protection of refugees in the strict sense of the term, the definition of which has
become so atlenuated as to jeopardize the unigue character and value of the Office
of the Hiqh Conmissioner.

BRAZIL

lOriginal: EnglishJ

[20 April 1981]

l. As a member of the Executive Cornmittee of lhe ProErarune of the United Nations
I{igh Commissioner for Refugees, BraziI has closely followed the situation of
refugees in the worldr arrd shares the concerns that led to the elaboration of
General Assenbly resolution 35/L24.

2. In the opinion of the Brazilian @vernment two main Snints have to be taken
into account in any effort aimed at finding solutions for the situation of
refugees: first, that the proliferation of new organs and entities should be
avoided. Moreover, the work of the existing organs must continue to be devoted to
social and humanitarian fields.

3. Brazil does not encourage debates on the political causes of the flow of
refugees" These debates might lead to the consideration of matters that pertain
exclusively to questions of competence, without attaining their real aim of
alleviating the sufferings of refugees.

4. As expressed in the Speciat Political Corunibtee at the thirty-fifth session of
the General Assembly' BraziI voted in favour of resolution 35/124, taking into
account the fact that its provisions were of a procedural nature. The Brazilian
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Government, however, reserves its final position on the matter dealt with by that
resolution until the General Assembly has had a substantive and comprehensive
debate on it.

CHINA

lOriginal: Chinesel

[14 July 1981]

1. The refugee problem has become very serious in the world today. Especially in
the past few years refugee flows have occurred in various parts of the world. They
have becone human tragedies attracting world-wide attention and should not be
tolerated by the civilized worLd. The massive flows of refugees have not only
constituted a grave threat to peace and tranquility in the regions concerned and
the world as a whole, but have also imtrnsed heavy economic burdens and social
instability on the receiving States. Therefore, the United lilations nust make every
effort to put an end to such human tragedies and avert the recurrence of such
incidents.

2. Facts have proved eloquently that among'the nany causes leading to refugee
flows the basic one is the criminal policies of imperialism, racism and hegenonisn.
Cases in point are the problems of refugees from Afghanistan, Indochina and
southern Africa as well as the Palestinian refugee problem. fn South Asia, the
direct Soviet armed occupation of Afghanistan has caused an exodus of nearly two
nillion Afghan refugees to the neighbouring countries, and this exodus is still
continuing. In South-East Asia, the Vietnamese authorities, backed by the Soviet
hegemonists, invaded Kampuchea by armed force and turned rnore than a million
Kanpuchean people into refugees. At home, they are pursuing a policy of oppressing
and exploiting the people and repressing other ethnic groupsi they have driven
large numbers of people out of their honeland. lltrey have gone so far as to export
refugees in a ruthless way and get profits fron it. In southern Africa, the policy
of apartheid carried out by the racist rdgime of South Africa has forced nunerous
local Africans to flee to the neighbouring eountries as refugees. fn the Middle
East' the Israeli authoritiesr persistent lnlicy of aggression and expansion has
made 1.8 nillion Palestinian refugees homeless for many years.

3. lthe refugee problem must be tackled in two wa:zsi -provision of naterial relief
and elinination of its root cause. Facts have shown that material assistance can
only provide temporary relief and that the problen can be solved once and for all
when the root cause is elininated.

4. In order to solve the world-wide refugee problen thoroughly and avert new
flows of refugees, it is inperat,ive to do the foJ.lowing:

(a) The international community should take effective measures to force the
countries which have invaded and enslaved others to implement sLrictly the relevant
United lilations resolutions, stop their acts of aggression and withdraw all their
aggressor troops so as to elininate the major root cause of the 4efugee problen in
the regions concerned.
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(b) Action is needed to nobilize world opinion to condemn the authorities
concerned for their pursuance of the policies of creating and exporting refugees,
their cruel persecution of the people and racial discrimination and their inhuman
acts of profiteering from the export of refugeest to call on all the
justice-upholciing countries to refrain from rendering economic assistance to the
countries which have created the refugee problemT and to adopt all necessary
measures, including the dispatch of a United t€tions fact-finding team and
supervision tearn, to force Lhe countries concerned to undertake the obligation to
stop expelling refugees and to ensure the safety of life and property of those who
are willing to return home.

tc) In view of the fact that the creation of numerous refugees is also an act
of serious violation of human rights on a large scale, the United l{ations
Connission on Human Rights should regard the considerat,ion of this issue as an
intrnrtant task and take necessary actions.

(d) The United Nations Member States should take corresponding measures to
avert the flows of refugees and strengthen international co-operation on this
matter.

(e) The United Nations and the United titations related agencies and
organizations should continue to increase their economic assistance to the asylum
countries and first asyrum countries which are weak economically.

COSTA RICA
loriginal: SpanishJ

[3 August 1981]

1. By co-sponsoring the resolution in question, Costa Rica sought to demonstrate
its concern for a situation which is increasing in intensity and complexity every
day' The Government of Costa Rica considers that any initiative in pursuit of
these ends deserves a favourable reception, and it therefore welcomed the
initiative taken by the Federal Republic of Germany at the thirty-fifth session of
the General Assembly as an effort to find some viable solution to an urgent and
agonizing problen which has assumed worl-d-wioe oimensions.

2. We deem it necessary to reaffirm the point emphasized in one of the preanbular
paragraphs of the resolution concerning the duty of the international comrnunity to
examine in depth all aspects of the matter and to study the means and resources
provided by the Charter of the United Nations.

3. Costa Rica also considers it, inportant to formulate guidelines or standards of
conduct for States, taking into account the principles laid down in declarations
and legal j.nstruments already drawn up by the United l.tations, such as the Universal
Declarabion of Hunan Rights' the Declaration on principles of International law
concerning Ftiendly Relations and Co-operation arnong Statea, the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishnent of the Crine of Genocide, the InternationaL Covenants on
Hunan Rights and the optional Protocol to the rnternaLional Covenant on Civil and
Folitieal Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All Frorms of Racial
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Discrinrination, and such relevant General Assembly resolutions as resolution
3314 (XXIX), containing the Definition of Aggression, resolution 2131 (XX),
containing the D,eclaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic
Affairs of States and the Protection of Their Indep,end,-ence and Sovereignty, and
resolution 34/99 on the developnent and strengthening of good-neighbourliness
between States - all this is quite apart from the legal instruments adopted in the
context of the international assistance provided with such dedication by the United
l0ations High Comnissioner for Refugees, within the limits of his nandate, to
countless victims of situations which conpel then to seek that assistance.

4. In view of these and many other valuable instruments drawn up by the United
Nations in various forums, 6sta Rica considers that the international conununity is
duty-bound to make a serious effort, in addition to the efforts already being nade
on the humanitarian level, to generate the political will to seek appropriate
solutions to this difficult and complex problem, since resolving ot overcoming the
situations which give rise to such exoduses will, of course, promote respect for
human rights and contribute to the strengthening of international peace and
security, both of which are basic Aoals of the United Nations.

DEli0,lARK

loriginal: EnglishJ

[17 July 198r]

1. In view of bhe dramatic increase of refugees, Derunark welcomed the initiative
of the @vernment of, the Federal Republic of Germany to place the item on
international co-operation to avert new flows of refugees on the agenda of the
thirty-fifth session of, the General AssembJ.y. lttre international comnuniEy cannot
confine its activities to'hunanitarian assistance to refugees but must analyse the
cause and neans of solving the problen. Accordingly Derunark co-sponsored General
Assembly resolution 35/L24.

2. It is inportant to bear in mind that the reasons for the flows of refugees are
not unambiguous but of a complex nature, be it discrinination on grounds of race,
religion' ethnic origin or political opinion, armed confLicts, natural disasters,
or situations where motivations are of a more economic nature. The approaches to
elimination of the roots of the refugee flows must accordingly be flexible and
broad.

3. There exists already a se! of international instruments containing elements
that would lend themselves to the solution of refugee problems. These instruments
include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Statute of the Office of the
United tilations High Comnissioner for Refugees, the Declaration on Principles of
International Iaw concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States, in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nationsr ond the Good Offices of the
Secretary-General of the United tilations.

4. Dennark believes that it would be most valuable to exanine whether the
existing nachinery is adequate and whether it could be strearnlined and adopted to
meet the present situation.

/...
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5. Denmark aLso believes that a declaration of guidelines for the conduct of
States to avert new flows of, refugees would be conducive to the prevention of
refugee problems, provided the wording of the declaration is made sufficiently
flexible.

5. Attention should finally be given to the analyses of the special rapSnrteur
appointed by the Human Rights Comnission to consider the guestion of mass exoduses
of populations.

EGYPT

lOriginal: Arabicl

. 122 Septenber f9811

l. The position of the Arab Republic of Egypt on the iten entitled rlnternational
co-operat,ion to avert new flows of refugees' is one of welcome and readiness to
co-oPerate within its framework. This position emanates from Egyptrs belief that
this problem constitutes an undeniable dang€rr €l danger that transcends the borders
of countries and continents and rnay Snssibly affecL good-neighbourly relations
among countries to the extent of endangering international peace and security.

2. Proceeding from its betief in the seriousness of the problern, numerous asSrects
of which are being discussed under the item relating to the United llations High
Conmissioner for Refugees and the item concerning the Palestine refugees, the
Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt agrees with the initiative of the Federal
Republic of Germany underlining the importance of considering the issue from
another angler as denpnstrated at the thirty-fifth session of the United llations
General Assenbly last yearr which led to the adoption of resolution 35/L24.

3. Hence the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt wishes, in accordance with
the second paragraph of resolution 35/L24 and in reply to the Secretary-Generalrs
note !b. 112 (L0) of 12 February 1981, to make the forrowing comments.

4. It is inperative to find drastic solutions to the refugee problem, which
primarily reguires a trnlitical solution. Attention to the human aspect of the
problem, which has been hitherto the focus of international efforts, can in no vray
solve or eliminate the problem. It is merely a palliative that promotes the
survival of the refugees without solving their basic problem. It is therefore
necessary' when discussing the item nlnternational co-operation to avert new flows
of refugeeso in the General Assembly or in the proposed ad hoc committee, to delve
into the underlying causes behind the flow of refugees. fn our opinion, these
causes are political, economic and social.

5. fn this respect, the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt wishes to
pintrnint the right to self-determination as one of the main principles and nain
pillars of international lifel its denial and denunciation have led to a continuous
flow of refugees, associated with terrorism, destrntism and obstruction of the
secure process of life and the natural develotrmrent of peoples.
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5. To deprive the people of their economic and social rights provided for in
major international instruments, and stipulated in detail in the International
Covenant on Econbmic, Social and Cultural Rights, fuSther intensifies the flow of
refugeesl the remedy lies above all in respect for all these rights.

7. The subject under discussion cannot be deatt with or remedied without
enphasizing a1l the rights provided for in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and aII international documents and instruments based on or related to the
Declaration. Of equal imtrnrtance to the refugees are the right to return and the
right, to compensation, since the right of every person to live in peace and
security in his country and within his land is a human right that can neither be
denied nor ignored. Vfe, States Members of the United l{ations' have pledged, when
adopting the Universal tleclaration of Human Rights, to respect the right of return
by embodying it in article 13, paragraph 2 of the Declaration. However' without
due respect for the right of return and without insistence on that right, the
status of refugee persists and is ever renewable. Hence the third preambular
paragraph of resolution 35/124, on facilitating the return of refugees, is indeed
fully adequate.

8. The efforts of UNHCR, for which Egypt expresses every respect and appreciation
in view of the hurnanitarian help which that Office provides to remedy the refugee
problem, should not be mixed with the task of the proposed ad hoc committee. The
function of the latter is to crystallize a number of guidelines' governing the
behaviour and practices of States, so as to avert new flows of refugees and
facilitate the return of those wishing to do so, in keeping with the spirit and
letter of resoLuLLon 35/L24.

9, The ad hoc conunittee
the United l{ations refugee

should benefit from the experience and the experiments of
programme and of ITNRWA.

10. The Government of the Arab Republic of F,gypt considers that foremost among the
guidelines that should be crystallized by the proposed ad hoc comnittee are the
following:

(a) States should undertake to respect the principles of the United Nations
Charter, the humanitarian laws and the resolutions adopted by international
organizations concerning refugees;

(b) States should refrain from enacting any legislation or adopting any
administrative or other measures that may result in new flows of refugeesl

(c) States whose Snlicies have led to flows of refugees or created refugee
problens are duty-bound to adopt the necessary measures for their return, or to
co-operate at both international and regional levels to solve their problens, and
conpensate those who do not wish to returnt

(d) States should co-operate in all possible ways anong themselves and with
the competent international organizations to prevent any new flows of refugees.

11. The Governmen! of the Arab Republic of Egypt views these huge flows of
refugeesr particularly if they occur in a certain region or within a specific
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country or nation, as reflecting serious social and political instability in theregion or country concerned. Moreover, these huge flows carry such social and5nlitical instability to other regions and countries. This situation thereforerenders it inperative for the proposed conmittee to examine the idea of keeping thesecurity council well informed of developments relating to huge flows of reiug."".

FINLAND

lOriginal: erglishJ

[23 June 198U

t. The Government of Finland expressed its views on the question of international
co-operation to avert new flows of refugees during the consideration of the item inthe Special Political Connittee during the thirty-fifth session of the GeneralAssembly. At present, the Government of Finland has no new comments or suggestionson lhe item. However, it will closely follow the continuation of the considerationof the question and will in due course take part in the discussions.

FRANCE

lOriginal: ttenchl

[23 .rune L98I]

l. The French Ciovernnentr like the great najority of the Governments of Memberstatesr shares the concerns expressed in General Assembly resolution 3S/L24 and theconviction that the refugee probletn can no longer remain a matter for purely
humanitarian action.

2. The
by an ad

idea of preventive action seems to it
hoc committee of the General assembLy

the following session.

to be $rorthy of study, if, necessary
with instructions to report to the

Assembly at

3. Purely preventive action, undertaken before the appearance of any sign of thephenonenonr would seern difficult to carry out. Because mass exoduses are, at least
when not the result of natural disaeters, a human phenomenon, they cannot bepredicted and it is therefore difficult to envisage the possibiLiiy of action by aspecific organ or machinery' except in the case of a limited population movenentthat has begun and seems likely to increase in scale.

4. Ttris does not tnean that a study of the causes of mass exoduses is notnecessary. It is the identified causes that will enable one to say that a givenlimited population movement - even one which looks like a traditional migralory
movenent - is in fact the beginning of a mass exodus. In brief, the Snint is loidentify the symptoms of the disease so as to conbat it from the earliest signs ofite onset.
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5. The symptons are easy to recognize when the authorities have taken measures
the express purpose of, which is to bring about the forced migration of part of the
trnpulation. The same is true when the neasures taken, although not aimed at the
expulsion of part of the Snpulation, are discriminatorf in nature and may
accordingly set in motion an indirect forced migration.

6. The slnnptoms are also easy to recognize when the authorities have not taken
any measures but are carrying on a canpaign aimed at bringing discredit on a
specific category of persons.

7. wtrile the slnnptoms are more difficult to recognize when there is no deliberate
action by the authorities, it is doubtless Snssible to identify certain situations
of tension in which limited population movements can be regarded as incipient mass

exoduses, such as tension belween a religious or ethnic minority and majority.

8. iltre first task of the group which at the next session of the General Assembly
rrill consider the guestion of averting flows of refugees would seem to be to
identify such causes and present them in a set of principles enbodying all the
principles of international human rights law and humanitarian law (or the
international law of armed conflicts) which are aimed at prohibiting policies,
pracEices or acts that might give rise to forced migrations. Ttris body of
principles would be the first form of international action to avert mass exoduses.
It should not constitute a nerd international instrument' since care must be taken
not to call in question the 195I Convention relating to the Status of l€fugees and
the 1967 Protocol, to which many llembers of the United tibtions are not yet parties.

9. The group will subseguently have to consider whether a specific organ or
specific machinery should be established.

10. A review should therefore be made of the existing organs and nachinery under
the Charter in order to ascertain whether or not they are adeguate to the task of
averting mass exoduses as defined above. If they are clearly inadequatet
consideration can be given to the establishment of a specific organ or machinery,
it being understood that the cornpetence of any such organ could extend only to
areas that are not already coveredl in other words, it cannot be allowed to detract
even partially from the competence of existing organs.

1I. The foremost such organ is UNHCR, whose non-political character - a
prerequisite f,or the effectiveness of its hurnanitarian activiEies - must be
preserved.

L2. llhe French Governnent holds that, in considering whether the existing organs
and machinery are adeguate, it should be borne in mind that political forums,
including the Security @uncil, can deal with the "human rights" aspects of
situations within their sphere of conpetencet in such situations (where trnl.itical
factors are essential), it is better to deal with those aspects in the competent
political foruns than artifically to amputate then for consideration by "hunan
rightsn bodies. It would also be well to bear in mind the lessons to be learnt
from the Geneva conferences on refugees in South-East Asia, held in iluly 1979 and
!{ay 1980. In the view of the French Government, those recent experiences show that
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the mechanism for action by the international community with respect to mass
exoduses is prinarily the restrnnsibility of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and UNHCR.

13. Before proceeding to this second task, namely consideration of the need for
the establishrnent of a specific organ or machinery, it will be necessary to haveavailable the study prepared by the Special Rapporteur on massive exoduses
appointed under resolution 29 (xnffIl) of the Cornmission on Human Rights, which isto be submitted to the Conmission in 19g2.

GERMANY, FEDERAT REPUBLIC OF

[Original: English]

[20 llay 19811

I. INTRODUCTION

1- At, its thirty-fifth session, in the autumn of 1980, the united libtions GeneraL
Assembly dealt for the first tine with the problem of neasures to avert new flowsof refugees and adopted resolution 35/L24 on item 122 entitled nlnternational
co-oPerat,ion to avert new flows of refugeesn. The Government of the Fbderal
Republic of Germany attaches great importance to this resolution of the General
Assembly. ft represents an inportant initial step towards a solution of this
problem within the framework of the uniLed t€tions.

2. The Government of the I'ederal Republic of Germany presented its basic views onthis subject during the thirty-fifth session of the General AssenbJ.y (A/35/pv.B of
24 Sept'ember 19801 doeument A/35/242 of 25 September 19801 A/SPC/35/SR.43 ofI0 llecember 1980). As expected, the debate on iten 122 showed that the
establishment of a system of preventive neasures for the protection of refugees
within the framework of the United Nations requires a detailed examination of all
relevant aspects.

3. rn the course of history there have been numerous instances of individual
states providing refugees from other countries with a new basis of existence. The
international community, however, did not deal with worldwide refugee problems
until after the disastrous effects of the First and particularly the Second !{orldwar. The first steps to set up an inLernational system for the protection of
refugees were geared exclusively to the solut,ion of refugee problems that were
already in existence. The teague of Nations nas successfuJ. in helping many
refugees and deported persons. The ,rlibnsen passporttr and the refugee relief
organization of the League of Nations set up by Nansen pS.ayed an outbtanding rolein this connexion. After the Second Wor1d War, the international community
countered the challenge posed by mass refugee movements and expulsion by founding
the International Refugee Organization, which was succeeded by UNHCR in 1951. The
integration or reintegration of the flows of refugees created by the Second World
War has now been largely conpleted.
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4. The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and the associated
Protocol of L967' which sets aside the Conventionrs Limitat,ions in terms of
expiration and territorial applicability, provided the basis for an effective
international system of curative measures for the protection of refugees. The 195I
Convention' which has been ratified by 75 States also contained the basic idea of
an international system of preventive measures for the protection of refugees. In
the preamble to the Convention the States expressed the wish

"thal all States, recognizing the social and humaniLarian'nature of the
problem of refugees, will do everything within their power to prevent this
problem fron becoming a cause of tension between States. tr

5. Today, more than 35 years after the Second World War, the international
community is again confronted with an enormous worldwide refugee problem, by which
African and A,sian States are affected particularly seriously. oespite the
outstanding efforts of UNHCR and other organizations, the hopes for a gradual
mitigation of refugee flows have not been fulfilted yet. Precise data on the scope
of the present refugee problem are not available'for various reasons. However,
according to cautious estinates, one must assume that there are no\r l0 to 12
million refugees in the world (for the scope of the refugee problem in individual
geographical regions, see the UNHCR report for L9B0 l/1.
5. The consequences of the worldwide refugee problem go far beyond the untold
human suffering of millions of individual refugees. In the preamble to resolution
35/L24 it is stated

trthat massive flows of refugees may not onJ.y affect the domestic order and
stability of receiving States but also jeopardize the stability of entire
regions and thus endanger interirational 6reace and security,,.

The affirmative vote of I05 States on General Assembly resolution 35/124 reflects
the realization of the vast majority of States that the United tiliations is called
upon to go beyond the hunanitarian aspects of new f,lows of refugees and consider
the lnssibility of measures to avert such flows.

II. INTEGRATION OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR THE PROAECTION
OF REFUGEES I}fTO THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTET.,I

7. The initiative on refugees taken by the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany at the thirty-fifth session of, the General Assernbly is an integral part of
a comprehensive concept. It transcends the humanitarian action and the integration
or reintegration of refugees which have been effected hitherto and embraces the
establishment of a system of preventive measures for the protection of refugees

U Official Records of the General Assemb
Supplement lb. 12 (A/35/L2 and Add.I)

Thir -fifth Session,
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wlthin the framework of the United Nations. Ttre refugee problem is a growing
threat to good-neighbourly relations between States and has thus become a problen
of international order. Particularly in the ltrird World, unresolved refugee
problems endanger the political and social stability and the economic development
of the States and regions affected. ltre prevention of flows of refugees across
national frontiers is, thereforer not the concern of individual States alone but of
the international community as a whole. Iton the conceptual trnint of view, the
efforts of the international conununity have until now centred on the humanitarian
task of mitigating the consequences of flight and expulsion for the people
affected. Measures to eliminate the causes of flows of refugees nere not seriously
considered. Etom the institutional point of view, especially the experience of the
two Geneva conferences on ref,ugees in July 1979 and !,tay 1980 showed that the United
tilations does not possess de facto an institutional basis for a systen of preventive
neasures for the protection of refugees, although the fundamental -elements for it
are contained particularly in the Charter of the united ltlations and in the
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States in accordance with the Ctrarter of the Urrited Nations
(General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970).

8. According to Article I of the Charter of the United lfations, the purposes of
the United Nat,ions are, inter aliar

'1. To maintain'international peace and security, and to that ends to
take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats
to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches
of the p€ace2 and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the
principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of
international disputes or situations which night lead to a breach of the peacet

12. To develop friendly relations anong nations based on respect for the
principle of egual rights and selfdetermination of peoples, and to take other
appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;

n3. To achieve international co-operation in solving international
problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian characterl and in
pronoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundanental
freedoms for aLl without distinction as to racel s€x, Ianguage, or religion'.

Accordingly, the Charter of the United tiliations (Articles 10, 11, 13, 14,35) states
that one of the tasks of the General AssembLy is, for the purpose of promoting
co-operation in the rnaintenance of international peace and security as well as
international lnlitical co-operation and the development of friendly relations
between States, to elaborate general principles and - except as proviQed in
Article 12 - make recommendations. The Declaration on Principles of tnternational
Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States represents a
landmark in the efforts of the General Assembly to give concrete expression, in
acdordance with the Charter, to the principles of friendly reLations and
co-operation among States.
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9. Flows of refugees across national frontiers are a special problem in the
sphere of international relations. llheir causes and effects belong in part to the
province of naintaining international peace and security as welL as friendly
reLations and co-operation among States, and in part to the province of promoting
and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. The debate at
the thirty-fifth session of the General Assernbty on iten 122 showed that the vast
majority of States see the nain causes of flows of refugees as being, on the one
hand, certain forms of conduct by Stateg andr on the other, natural disasters and
similar unforeseeable emergency situations beyond the control of States.

10. ltom the conceptual and the institutional point of view it is imtrnrtant that
ways and means be found, in confornity with the Charter of the united lihtions, of
coping with refugee problems even before they begin to occur. llhe ever-increasing
nunber of refugees' SnrticularI-y in Third World countries, demonstrates quite
clearly that steps to avert flows of refugees nust in future be directed at their
root causes. This requirement was stressed during the debate on item 122
especially by those Third World countries which are particularly seriously affected
by mass refugee movements. For instance, on 28 lilrovember 1980 the representative of
Pakistan stated lL/spc/35/sR.44, para.33) that

nrelief assistance was no solution to the problem which had its roots in the
conduct of States and which had retrnrcussions in other nations and
continents, An increasing number of countries, es6recially developing
countries, were affected by large-scale refugee npvements. They had to bear
social, economic and political burdens which they were scarcely able to cope
with. The resultant difficulties could also endanger the donestic order of
those nations and the stabiLity of entire regions as well as world peace and
security. The international conununity thus had to go beyond the hunanitarian
asPects of the refugee problem and address itself, on a priority basis, to the
need for finding a solution Eo the root causes of that problem".

11. Itrrring the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, the Government of the
Federal Republic of Germany proposed that the gap existing de facto in the United
t€tions system as regards preventive measures for the protection of refugees sbould
be filLed by drawing up "Guidelines for the conduct of States" as well asiPractical preventive measures'1 including the establishnent of a special body.
The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany assumes ttrat a suitable legal and
trnlitical framework is provided for this estrncially by the Charter of the United
t'ilations, the friendly relations Declaration of 24 October 1970 and other relevant
international instruments.

III. GUIDELINES EOR THE CONDTrcT OF STATES

L2. General guidelines for the conduct of States to avert new flows of refugees
cannot and should not of course refer to specific individual cases, but should
instead aim at general prevention. They are therefore based on abstract conditions
which are known from exp,erience to be a potential cause of refugee movements. In
carefully exanining such guidelines, the folLowing 10 principles might be developed
and expanded:
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A. Guideline I

The principle that the prevention of cross-frontier flows of refugees is,
because of their potentially destabilizing political, economic and social
effects on countries and regions of the Third World in particular, a
matter concerning the international community as a whole and that all
States will do everything within their power to prevent the emergence of
refugee problens engendering international tension.

13. llttis principle reaffirms the conviction of the rnajority of States, as
reflected in the debate on item L22 at the thirty-fifth session of the General
Assembly and in resolution 35/124, that the United litations is called upon to take
action to counter the occurrence of refugee movements across frontiers. This
principle states clearly that these destabilizing flows of refugees. have not only a
humanitarian but also a potit,ical dimension. It gives concrete expression to, and
develops further, the basic idea contained in the preamble to the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees that the international conununity should strive
to do everything within its power to prevent the occurrence of tension between
States as a result of incipient refugee movements across frontiers.

B. GuideliTre 2

The principle that States are obliged to co-operate with one another and
with international governmental and non-governmental organizations in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States for the
purpose of preventing cross-frontier flows of refugees.

14. This principle of co-operation among States and with international
governmental and non-governmental organizations in the field of preventive measuresfor the protection of refugees is a synthesis and concretization of the
eo-oPeration provisions contained in Article 2, paragraph 5, of the Charter of the
United Nations and in the Declaration concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States.

c. Guideline 3

The principle that none of the present principles prejudices the
internationally recognized 4ight of each individual to leave any country,
including his own, and to return to his country.

15. This reaffirmation of the principle contained in Article 13, paragraph 2, of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Genera1 A.ssembly resolution 2L7 (A) IIIof 10 December 1948) is intended to make it clear ttrat the objectives of the
guidelines for the conduct of States to avert new flows of refugees do not justify
any action by any state preventing its citizens or other persons from leaving its
territory or returning to it against their declared wiIl.
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D. Guideline 4

The principle that States shall, in confornity with the Charter of the
United liliations and the Declaration concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States, settle international disputes and situations
which are a trntential cause of new cross-frontier floss of refugees by
peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security and
justice are not endangered.

16. With a view to future cross-frontier flows of refugees, this guideline
provides a specific instance of the universally recognized obligation of States
under existing international Law to settle disputes by peaceful means. The
inclusion of this principle in the guidelines for the conduct of States to avert
new flows of refugees is intended to re-affirm the principle of peaceful settlement
of disputes in this sector of international relatlons.

E. Guideline 5

lltre principle concerning the duty of States, in accordance with the
Charter of the United lilations and the Declaration concerning Ftiendly
Relations and Co-operation among States of 24 October 1970' not to
interfere in natters within the domestic jurisdiction of a State'
especially not in such a nanner that is.likely to produce neriv f lows of
refugees.

L7. Like guideline 4r this principle also gives concrete expression to a
universally recognized principle of international relations in connexion with the
prevention of new flows of refugeesl It derlves from direct application of the
principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of another State, as
contained in the Declaration concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among
states.

F. Guideline 6

The principle that no State shall compel by the threat or use of force
elenents of its trnpulation to Leave its territory' thereby intrnsing
burdens on other States.

18. The debate on item L22 at the thirty-fifth session of the General Assemlcly and
the adoption of resolution 35/L24 expressed quite clearly the conviction of the
vast majority of States that the forcible expulsion of entire elements of a

trnpulation imtrnsing burdens on other States is inaonpatibLe with the principle of
friendly relations and co-operation anong States. This conviction is based on the
perception that States are entitLed to protection against the destabilizing
trnlitical, economic and social effects which cross-front,ier refugee novements have
on their domestic order and that, furthernore, aII States are free to decide
whether to provide asylum for refugees, The proscription of expulsion is designed,
in ttre present case, to protect States of first and final asylum alike as weII as
the entire international comnunity. lfhe basic idea underlying this proseription of
expulsion is already contained in essence in various international treaties

' /"'
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(cf. article 2 of the Convention on the Prevention and punishment of the Crine ofGenocider article 3 of the &nvention relat.ing to the Status of Refugees, andarticle 27 of the rnternational @yenant on Civil and political Rights).

c. Guideline 7

The principle that no state shall through adninistrative neasures deprive
elements of its population of the mlnimum trnliticalr economic, social andcultural reguirements for their existence, thereby compelling them to
reave the state and inSnsing burdens on other states.

19. Past experience has shown that administrative measures taken with theintention of conpeLJ.ing particular elements of a lrcpulation to leave a State may
have the same impact on neighbouring states in particular as forcible expulsion.obvious cases of expulsion by administrative reisur.s must therefore be regarded astantamount to forcible expulsion, provided that the intention of expulsion isclearly identifiable. This idea was expressed in the debate on itern L22 and by theadoption of General Assembly resolution 35/L24.

H. Guideline 8 
!..

The principle that no sLate shall take administrative measures
discriminating against elements of its poputation on account ofnationality, ethnic origin, race, rerigion or language, thereby
conpelling them to leave the state and imposing burdens on other States.

20. lltris principte is needed to supplement guideline Z because it is known fromexperience that not only the elimination of the minimum requirements for existenceby administrative measures but also deliberate systematic discrimination againstelements of a society nay result in flows of refugees.

I. Guideline 9

The principle that all States seek to achieve a domestic trnlitical,economic and social order which does not compel any elements of the
trnpulation to leave the State.

2L' t{ith a view to averting new flowg of refugees, this guideline gives concreteexpression to principles contained especialry in the charter of the united l€tions,the tniversal Declaration of Human Rights, ana trre rnternational covenants on civil
and Political Rights as weII as Economic, Social and Cu1tural Rights. Accordingly,all states should seek a domestic order in which the rights and freedoms set forthin those instruments can be fulty realized (e.g. article 28 of the universalDeclaration of Human Rights).
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it. Guideline l0

The principle that all States are called upon, in the event of natural
disasters and sinilar unforeseeable emergency situations, to provide
assistance to the best of their ability so as to prevent the occurrence
of refugee movements.

22. Past exPerience especially in certain regions of Africa, Asia and Iatin
Arnerica has shown that not only international conflicts, the threat or use of force
within States, and administrative coercive measures, but aLso natural disasters and
similar unforeseeable emergencies may result in an exodus of refugees. It is a
moral requirement for the international conrnunity to provide inrrediate assistance
to the best of its ability for the State or region affected by such events due to
force ma'ieure and also to promote the rendering of assistance by others so as to
prevent cross-front,ier refugee movements.

IV. PRACTICAL PREIVENTIVE MEASURES

23. The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is convinced that practical
preventive measures, incLuding the associated institutional aspects, are a
necessary and appropriate pragrnat,ic means of averting netr flows of refugees and
that they must be developed alongside the above general guidelines for the conduct
of States. @neral guidelines on their ovrn can only be of very linited
effectiveness. Definite concepts must therefore be developed with regard to the
fields in which States' regional organizations, the United llations and its
individual organs and specialized agencies, as well as non-governmental
organizations, can take action.

24. Ttre Governrnent of the FederaL Republic of Germany feels that functions should
be assigned to institutions already in existence, provided that they have the
structural catrncity to perforn then. Practical preventive measures cannot,
however, in the Federal Governmentrs view, be irnplemented solely by the Security
Council or the General Assembly or by any other United Nations institutions such as
TNHCR or UNDRO. TNHCR is entrnwered to deal exclusively with the hunanitarian
aspects of refugee novenents that have already occurred. This task would be
rendered excessively difficultr if not imtrnssible, if UNHCR had to implement
practical preventive measures as welI. Like other institutions, TNDRO would only
have the structural capacity for very limited action.

25. The Federal Government therefore.considers it expedient to set up a special
body of the General Assenbly to deal with practical preventive measures. Ouring
the debate on item L22 at the thirty-fifth seEsion of the General Assembly, those
States which had particularly strong reservations about, establishing a system of
preventive measures for the protection of refugees within the framework of the
United l€tions, especially the establishment of a special body, acknowledged in
principLe that it is incurnbent uSnn the General Assenbly to take action ln this
sphere (e.9. NsPc/35/SR.44, para. S6r VSPC/35/5R.45, paras. 9r llr l9l
P'/SPC/35/SR.46' para. 3Ot NSPC/35/SR.47' para. 221. Pursuant to Article 22 of the
United Nations Charter and the general practice of ttre General Assenbly, the l-atter
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is indisputably authorized to transfer to a subsidiary organ functions which it is
itself entitled to perform.

26. The functions and field of aciion of such an organ would have to be clearly
defined so as to avoid duplication of work and take account, in conformity with the
Charter, of the exclusive porders of other United Nations organs, especially the
Security Council' and the principle of non-interference in matters within the
domestic jqrisdiction of a State. Pursuant to Article 22 of the Charter, the
General Assembly may assign to such a special organ for international co-operation
to avert new flows of refugees the task of carrying out fact-finding at the reguest
of one or nore affected States and making reconmendations.

27. A basic reguirement for the proper functioning of such an organ is the
availability of reliable data. The General Assembly has on several- oqcasions
stressed the imtrnrtance of effective impartial fact-finding for the prevention of
international disputes or situations likely to impair friendly relations between
States (e.9. Assenbly resolution 1957 (XVIII) of 16 December 19631 Assembly
resolution 2329 (XXII) of 18 December L957't. In the Federal Governmentrs view, the
organ could' at the request of one or more affected States, monitor and analyse on
a continuous basis situations relating to refugees. In so doing, it would be
dependent upon information from, and co-operation with, states, regional
oganizations, other united Nations organs and specialized agencies, and
non-governmental organizations. Faced with situations relating to refugees, it
night also consider the following practical measuresi

(a) Recommend States to consult with one anothert

(b) Recorunend States' regional organizations, United l{ations organs and
specialized agencies, and non-governmental organizations to provide the organ with
infornation on situations relating to. refugeesl

(c) Recommend the states concerned to take certain astrrects into account so as
to avert new flows of refugeesl

(d) Draw the attention of States and competent international governmental or
non-governmental organizations to the relief measures needed in the event of
natural disasters and similar unforeseeable emergency situationsl

(e) Draw the attention of the Security Council to situations relating to
refugees which night endanger international peace and security.

28. Pursuant to Article 22 of the united Nations CharLer and the general practice
of the main organs of the United Nations, it is incurnbent uSnn subsidiary organs,
such as the special organ, to submit regular reports on the performance of their
assigned functions to the organ to which they are accountable.
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v. FUTI'RE PROCEDURE

29. In its resolution 35/L24, the General A.ssembly invited all Member States to
convey to the Secretary-GeneraI their comments and suggestions on international
co-operation to avert new flors of refugees and to facilitaLe the return of those
refugees who wish to return. It also decided to include in the provisional agenda
of its thirty-sixth session the item entitled I'International co-operation to avert
new flows of refugeeso.

30. The fact that I05 States voted in favour of resolution 35,/L24 clearly
expresses the concern of the vast najority of States at the ever-growing number of
refugees in many parts of the world. It also gives expression to the conviction
that the United Nations is called utrnn to go in future beyond the purely
humanitarian aspects of refugee movenents and consider Snssible measures for
preventing such movements. In the light of the debate on iten 122 at the
thirty-fifth session and resolution 35/L24 and in view of the eonments and
suggestions which aII lrlenber States are invited to submit, it continues to be the
view of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany that a comprehensive and
objective review is reguired with regard to the problem of measures to avert ner.f

flows of refugees. In the Federal Governmentrs opinion, such a review could best
be accomplished by the establishnent of an "g|-@ committee on the improvement of
international co-operation to avert new flows of refugeegr at the thirty-si.xth
session of the General assembly of the United Nations.

31. The mandate of this ad troc committee night read as follows:

nlto carry out, with a view to inproving international co-operation to
avert new flows of refugeesr a comprehensive review of all relevant
aspects of:the refugee problem, especially with regard to the developnent
of general guidelines for the conduct of States and practical preventive
measureso.

GREECE

lOriginal: EnglishI

[llSePtember 19811

I Ttre recurrent flows of refugees are a natter of great concern to the Greek
Government for not only are they a v.ery serious problem in themselves, but nore
often than not they also create problens among neighbouring countries' thereby
adding new threats to the international Eleace and security.

2. Prompted by this concern, the Government of Greece did not hesitate to give
its ful,l, suptrnrt to the inclusion of the item entitled trInternational co-operation
to avert new flows of refugeeso to the agenda of the thirty-fifth session of the
General Assembly and to co-sponsor resolutLon 35/L24.
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3. This resolution, however, shouLd only be considered as a first step. Others
rnust follow in order to achieve a full and comprehensive study of the whole
problem, and in particular of the c.auses that lead to the massive exodus of
lnpulations which plague todayrs world, with a view to establishing an effective
system for the prevention of this phenomenon. lllris is all the nore necessary in
view of the new floods of refugees which have occurred since the adoption of the
resolution.

4. The Greek Government is, accordingly, of the opinion that the whole guestion
should be taken up once nore by the @neraL Assenbly at its forthcoming
thirty-sixth session and that a thorough study should be carried outr as far as
possible, by existing United Nations bodies. Honever, if the need should arise'
Greece would have no objection to the establishnent of an g|.@ cormritteel whose
specific mandate would be to undertake a fulI and detailed study of -the flows of
refugees and of their causes.

INDIA

[Original: English]

r .. [I1 SePtember 1981]

l. The problem of refugees has assumed grave proportions during the past two
decades and has placed an increasing burden on the international conununity. llhe
exodus of peoples seeking refuge in foreign lands, however, is a slzmptom of a far
deeper rnalaise afflicting the international system. To prevent new flows of
refugees, a nevr system of international relations based on respect for
independence, equal rights and co-operation and for egual security, prosperity and
development of aII peoples needs to be established.

2. .Iudging fron the debate on this item which took place in the Special Political
Comnittee in 1980, the fundamental causes for the exodus of refugees have been
identified as:

(a) Violation of human rightsl

(b) Econonic disparities between nations and reglonst

(c) Internal or regional instability and foreign aggression.

It is to be noted that the international conununity already has adeguate machinery
for deaLing with these fundamental causes. Ttre promotion of human rights is
covered by several subsidiary organs of the General Assembly and the Economic and
Social Council such as the Human Rights Cornnittee, the Corunission on Hunan Rights
and the Sub-Cornnission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities. Ihe question of restructuring the current inequitable state of
international economic relations and the establishnent of the new international
econonic order has been taken up in the General Assembly and various other
strncialized forums, such as UIiETAD.
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3. The Security Council and the General Assenbly are the principal organs for the
maintenance of international peace and security, of the non-use or threat of use of
force against the territorial integrity or Snlitical independence of any State and
for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

4. The international comnunity also has more than adeguate sets of guidelines for
the prevention of situations which lead to flows of refugees. Such guidelines and
provisions, for example, are contained in the Declaration of Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation afltong States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nationst the Universal Dectaratlon on
Human Rights; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rightsr the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rightsi the International
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discriminationl the
Declaration and the Programme of Action for the Establishment of the l{ew
Internationatr Economic Ordert and above all, the Charter itself of the United
Nations.

5. It will thus be seen that the international conununity has at its disposal a
surfeit of machinery and guidelines to prevent new flows of refugees and to
facilitate the return of existing ref,ugees to their honelands.

6. During deliberation on this item in the Special Political Corunittee in 1980,
suggestions r,tere made with regret to the estabtishnent of new machiriery for the
promotion of international co-operation to avert new flow of refugees. In this
context' it is worth considering the fact that if the Security CounciL, with all
the authority vested in'it by the Charter, cannot achieve the vacation of foreign
aggression in certain parts of the world and cannot restore the inalienable rights
of peoples and nations under foreign occupation and domination, such as the
Palestinian and tfarnibian peoples, a subsidiary organ of the General Assembly is
hardly likely to achieve these desired results.

7. A Proposal has been made for the establiEhment of an ad hoc comnittee to study
further the question of international co-operation to avert new flows of refugees.
In view of the nagnitude and topicality of the problem, this proposal merits
serious consideration. Any such consideration should scrupulously abide by the
relevant provisions of the Charter concerning the inadmissibitity of interference
in the internal affairs of States.

IRELAND

[Originat: Englishl

[17 August 19811

1. Ireland welcomed the decision of tbe General Assenbly at its thirty-fifth
session to begin the examination of ways in which the international cornmunity could
co-oPerate to avert nert flows of refugees. Given the present scale of refugee
problems, the suffering and dangers which refugees'have to endurer and the burden
placed on the resources of receiving States, Ireland considere that an'examination
of the causes of refugee flows is timely and urgent.
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2. Such a new approach to the refugee problem should, of course, complement and
not replace existing efforts to resoLve current refugee problems and to alleviate
suffering. - This approach should take account of principles which have already been
agreed by the international conmunity, principles contained in the Charter of the
United l€tions, the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, the Declaration
on Principles of International Law concerning FriendLy Relations and Co-otrnration
arpng States and other relevant United tihtions instruments. Ireland would hotrn
that, drawlng on and developing these principles and taking due account of the
varied causes of specific refugee flows, a series of principles could be elaborated
in the form of a declaration whictr would make clear and explicit the duty of States
to act to avert new flows of refugees and to establish that obligation in
international law.

3. In the exanlnation of this problem, it will also be appropriate to consider
hor the United Nations and its agencies can best contribute in a practical way to
averting flows of refugees.

4. Ireland looks forward to further discussion of these issues at the forthcorning
session of the General. Assemlcly and trusts that the Assenbly will also consider how
it can rpst expeditiously reach concrete conclusions on this item.

ITALY

loriginal: Erglishl
[3 .Iuly 198f]

1. During the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, Italy welcomed the
initiative taken by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany concerning
international co-operation to avert new flows of refugees, and co-sgonsored the
relevant resolution 35/L24.

2. Italy is well avrare of the seriousness of the phenomenon, which has recently
assumed dramatic proportions, endangering both relations between neighbouring
States and the internal order of affected countries.

3. Italy expresses the hope that the international community will take suitable
initiatives to establish an effective system of prevention of massive flows of
refugees without restricting the free movement of individuals or imtrnsing limlts
upon the principle of asylum

4. A first step rnight be achieved through the definition of guidelines based on
the need for universal respect of human rights and fundanental freedons, of the
principle of peaceful settlement of disputes, and of the Declaration of Ftiendly
Relations between States.

5. Special attention should be given to the determination of appropriate means to
pernit the voluntary repatriation of refugees in the countries of origin and to
establish an equitable burden-sharing between all interested States.
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6. Italy is confident that the debate during the next session of the General
Assembly will allow a better perception of the.roots of the phenornenon and a
thorough examination of the nost convenient practical measures to reduce its
impact. Discussion might continuer if neededl in an intersessional working grouP.

JAPAN

loriginal: Englishl

[20 JulY r98r]

1. Refugee problerns the world over are beconing more serious every year. In
particular, massive flows of refugees have not only become great economic and
social. burdens on the countries that receive then but are also factors threatening
international peace and stability.

2. The international corununity - principally the Lrnited t€tions thus far - has
provided humanitarian assistance to these refugees and has had great success in
relieving their plight. Japan, for its part, has made substantiaL contributions to
these international efforts.

3. Ilowever, since Ehe flows of refugees have not ceased, the present situation,
in which the total number of refugees is said to have risen to Een million
worldwide, shows that we can no longer respond to this problem only by treating
symptoms, dealing with a flow of refugees after it has already conunenced. The
Government of Japan, recognizing that the problem of refugees is basically
trnlitical in nature and that there can be no fundamental solution of this problen
unless efforts are made to eliminate causes of refugee flows such as conflictt
oppressionr and racial discrimination, has appealed to international opinion, at
the Meeting on Refugees and Disptaced Persons in South-East Asia in 1979, at the
!{eeting on ltumanitarian Assistance and Relief to the Kampuchean people in 1980 and
at other meetings, to recognize the imtrnrtance of stopping at their sources flows
of refugees. Because it held such view, Japan strongly supported General Assembly
resolution 35/L24, in which the Assembly proSnsed that the United Nations examine
and study how international co-operation might avert flows of refugees.

4. ilapan bel,ieves that to achieve such international co-operation' specific
measures should be developed and studied, with proper respect being observed for
both the principle of non-interference in internal affairs established under
international law and the right of everyone to leave any country, including his
own, set forth in Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Hunan Rights and
provided for in article 121 paragraph 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.

5. As for specific measures, ilapan is of the view that the protrnsal by the
Federal Repubtic of Gernany during the thirty-fifth session of the General
AssenbLy, in 1980r that tnl United lfations formulate an international code of
conduct as a set of guideLines that would discourage countries from pursuing
trnlicies which nay create massive flows of refugees, will serve the purPose of
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encouraging those countries from which refugees are at present floning or may in
the future flow to create conditions such that events would not occur. The
proposal- ttrerefore, in the opinion of.the Government of ilapan, deserves serious
consideration.

6. Although various difficulties can be expected in the course of attenpting to
find a solution to the problem of averting refugee flows, the Government of'Japan
hopes that the united Nations will play a trnsitive role in this field.

NETHERT,ANDS

lOriginall Englishl

. 13 September 198L1

1. In the light of the grave international concern over both the significant
increase of the number of refugees in the world and the serious situation in which
many refugees find themselves, the Netherlands @vernment appreciates the efforts
undertaken during the thirty-fifth session of the GeneraL Assembly to discuss
measures aimed at eliminating or reducing the root causes of international flows of
refugees. Such a discussion could be a valuable contribution to the continuous
efforts to analyse and come to grips with the refugee problenis in the world today
and night, also lead to more effective measures ained at preventing refugee flows.

2. When talking about root causes, it first of all has to be kept in nind that
these causes are many and varied. They are not only gnlitical in nature but nay
also have an economic or ecological background. Second1y, the trnlitical causes are
by no means hotnogeneous. They can differ substantially as is illustrated by, e.g.,
on the one hand the causes of the refugee flows in South-East Asia and on the other
hand the causes of several- refugee flows in Africa. It is clear that the many
different causes of refugee flows reguire different approaches when attempts are
nade to elininate them.

3. Although no efforts have been made to compile the different approaches so far,
it would aPpear that nany find ttreir basis in international instruments or have
been the subject of discussion in international fora. lltre Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Declaration of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States, the Good Offices of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations' etc. all contain elements of or are conducive to the solution or
prevention of refugee problems.

4. Fbr the purPoses of ongoing discussions and as a basis for inproved and more
effective efforts to avert new flows of refugees, it is of great value to gain a
better insight into the wide range of existing principles and approaches. However,
the guestion may be asked whether an effective and flexible application of these
princ'iples and approaches might not be hampered if they would be transformed into a
limited and integrated instrument. Possibly, the highest degree of effectiveness
and flexibility in their application would be best maintained if they are looked
uPon as a collection from which in a given situation the most suitabLe selection
can be made.
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5. The Netherlands Government, although in favour of an ongoing discussion on the
problems relating to refugee flovrs, has certain hesitations concerning the setting
up of special organs within the United Nations for the conduct of, these
discussions. Ttre setting up of new organs should not adversely affect the desired
flexibility in approach. lloreover, in the conduct of the discussions care has to
be taken to prevent the now existing systen of international humanitarian
assistance to refugees from being hampered in any way by the search for solutions
to the (sometimes trnlitical) root causes of flows of refugees.

NET{ ZE,ALAND

[0riginaI: Ehglish]

[26 August l98I]

l. llhe New Zealand Government has actively participated in refugee relief and
allocated a part of its aid resources to easing refugee situations, particularly
those affecting our South-East Asian neighbours. Along with other countries New
Zealand is conscious that the international conununity has a linited capacity to
find lasting solutions to the burgeoning refugee flows and that ways of sol-ving
refugee problems at their source are nold reguired. Accordingly, it is New
Zealandrs firm view that, in respect of the magnitude of existing refugee
situations, their destabilizing effects on host countries and regions, their toLl
in human misery and their heavy cost to the international conununityr there is a
compelling case for Member States to make a concerted effort to reach agreement on
measures to avert refugee flows at their inception.

2. Recognising that refugee flons have their origin in complex sets of
circumstances, New Zealand favours a comprehensive and objective study that would
identify such neasures and open the way for Member States to reach an agreement on
them. A study of this kind should pay regard to the comments and suggestions of
Member States, take full account of the views and work of internationaL agencies
having special expertise in the field of refugee flows, notably the Office of the
United l€tions High Commissioner for Refugees, and take into consideration parallel
studies such as that on hunan rigtrts and massive exoduses comnissioned by the
Corunisslon on Human Rights.

3. rt is considered that a leading reguirement of a review would be an
exanination of the present body of internationat 1aw with regard to those
provisions which are relevant to precluding refugee situations. The identification
of these measures and the resSnnsibilities they carry would be a principal
objective. The review night also assess the lnssibiLity of further developing
international law bearing on the guestion of refugee flows.

4. In this connexion, consideration might be given by the General Assernbty to the
formation of a working group to undertake a study of the kind ruentioned and to
formulate reconnendations on measures to avert new fl-ows of refugees and the means
of facilitating the return of those refugees who wish to do so.
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NORWAY

lOriginal: Englishl

[28 August r98l]

l. The Norwegian @vernment shares the deep concern that has been expressed
regarding tlre increasing flow of refugees in many parts of the world. The serious
situation that now exists must be dealt with by the international community in an
effective way. tilf,rway was therefore pleased to co-sponsor resolutLon 35/L24
adopted at the last session of the General Assembly and which may serve as a

starting point for our efforts.

2. The effects fo the flows of refugees are muttiple. First of all, nitlions of
refugees suffer individual hardship and are forced to live under sub-hunan
conditions. The influx of large nunber of refugees night also destabilize whole
regions, and the receiving countries are often faced with insurmountable problems.
Developing countries are particularly affected as the stream of refugees often add

strain on their already scarce resources.

3. Norr.ray is convinced of the need to inprove the ability of the international
community to anticipate conflicts that have a high trntential for generating
refugees and thereby be better prepared to meet needs emanating from such
conflicts. This can effectively only be done through international co-operation.
A task of such a magnitude should find its place within the framework of the United
Nationsr and the Organization must be prepared to provide the necessary
institutional caPacitY.

4. When considering what can be done in order to remove - or minimize - the root
causes of many massive flows of refugees, it should be borne in rnind that there
already are in existence several intrnrtant international instruments which prohibit
acts of aggression and violations of basic human right's.

5. The Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Hunan Rights,
the international covenants of human rights contain provisions and obligations
which are relevant to the questions of what causes the flow of refugees. The

implementation of these and other international obligations shoutd both be studied
and encouraged.

6. The viewpoints expressed by the States Members of the United Nations in
accordance with General Assembly resolltion 35/L24 need to be carefully evaluated.
Such an evolution together with a review of the relevartt asPect of lhe refugee
problem should form the basis for further action by the international community.
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OMAN

.. tOr iginal: Arabic l

[15 JuIy 1981]

l' The problem of refugees is not new to the United l.lations, It is guite evidentthat it accords great attention and importance to this problem. The bestindication of Lhis is the establish*"tL oy the united lrtations of the office of theunited Nations lligh comnissioner for Refugees, which plays an importanthurnanitarian role in the provision of food, clothing and relief to the millions of
human beings known to us as refugees.

2' The problem of refugees is growing and becoming more serious daily. rf welook squarely it the essence of this problem, we find that one of its causes liesin international consideration of this problem from the humanitarian aspect withoutany serious attempt to treat its causative factors resulting from SnIiticardevelopment,s, and these faetors must therefore be eradicated.

3' The international conununity and the united l€tions are calred upon today toconsider the issue from the fundamental aspect of this problem, namely, thepolitical aspect. They must study the causes of this pioblem and endeavour todevise preventive means to prevent it fron increasing. They must embark on theconsoridation of the principles of co-operation among the states and organizationsconcerned in order to guarantee the legitimate rights of refugees to life and toreturn to their homes, as well as their exercise of human rights without fear orterrorization. An end must be put to the causes which lead to correctiveemigration in tremendous numbers, such as we see in our age on the worLd stage,particularly on the continents of Asia and Africa.

QATAR

[Original: Arabic]

[3] March 1981]

1. The State of eatar shares the international communityrs awareness of thegravity of the refugee problem and its concern for the adoption of appropriatemeasures to remedy the occurrence of new outflows of refug-es. These outflowsincrease the comprglitv of the problem of refugees in the worrd and increase theburden of this problen on the international community generally and on certainsmarl and poor states in particular. These are the states to which the refugeesrepair.

2' Ttre state of Qatar considers that, in order to guarantee the effectiveness ofmeasures to prevent the occurrence of new outflows of refugees, it is essential todistinguish t'he factors which cause the phenomenon. These factors may besummarizeci under two basic heads, namel_y:
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(a) The ln1icy of aggression and expansion followed by certain States, which
have led, and are stifl leading, to the occurrence of outflows of refugees. The
flagrant example of this is the trnlicy of aggression being followed by Israel,
which has created the problem of refugees in the Middle East. Because of Israelrs
persistence in its 5nlicy of aggression and expansion, Particularly in southern
Lebanon, this region is still the scene of new outflows of refugees, which
increases the burden on the neighbouring Arab States, as well as the suffering of
these refugees. The international community is called upon to put a halt to the
policy of aggression and expansion being followed by Israel, in order to stem the
outflow of refugees in the lttiddle East.

(b) The economic difficulties faced by some small countries. Ttris factor is
often linked with political factors, such as trnlitical unrest and political
coercion resulting from a difference in ethnic origins, Sn1itical orientations or
religious beliefs. The treatment of these factors, individually or collectively,
requires international co-operation to assist the poor countries economically and

to exert international efforts to put an end to political unrest and effect
nationaL reconciliation among opposing parties and groups in order to ensure
gnlitical stability. International or regional organizations can play an important
role to this end, particularly in Africar which is the scene of many trn1itical
disturbances and civil lrars, making the problem of refugees an acute problen in
Africa, which has more than 50 per cent of the refugees in the world. The burden
of refugees is increasing for some countries, in particular, the Sudan and Somalia,
which bear more than their capacity because of the exodus of refugees to them from
neighbouring countries such as tpanda, Chad and Eritrea.

3. With regard to the right of voluntary relurn to the country of origin, the
State of eatar considers that the inplementation of this right calls for two things
from the international community: firstly, the furnishing of assistance to help
the refugees who choose to return to their country of origin, and secondly, removal
of the obstacles standing in the way of those refugees who wish to return.

SYRIAN ARAB REPI'BIIC

IOr iginal: Erglish]

[7 APriI 19811

1. The Government of the Syrian Arab Republic considers that the 5nlicies and
practices of the racist, imperialist and oppressive r6gines, such as South Africa
and Israel, their aggressiv€h€ss1 their occupation of other peoples territories and

compelling the original inhabitants of these territories to flee their lands and

hornes, are the major causes of the refugee problem and flons of refugee3.

2. Ttre nilitary, econonic and political support which the racist and colonial
rdgimes receive help them to tighten their oppression, intensify their aggression
against the peoples of these areas, and contribute to the magnitude and aggravation
of the refugee crises.
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3. The Government of the Syrian Arab Republic is of, the view that the racist and
colonial rdgimes and the powers which support them bear the main responsibilities
for the refugee problem. The international community, especially the najor powers,
bears the Snlitical responsibility to strive for thr!-return of refugees to their
homes in their countries, as well as the economic, financiaL and social
responsibilities in providing the humanitarian aid to those refugees.

4. The Government of the Syrian Arab Republic views that the aid to the receiving
states, especially the developing countries which host refugees, victims of the
racist, colonial and aggressive rdgimes, should be continued until the complete
return of all refugees to their homelands fron which they have been uproote<i.

UNITSD KINGDOT{ OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORSHERN TRELAND

loriginal: Englishl

[10 July r98r]

I. The United Kingdom co-sponsored General Assembly Resolution 35,/124 because it
agreed that the international community should collectively acknowledge the serious
situation that now exists in the world where there are 15 times as many refugees as
two decades a9o, and shouLd seek to discourage states from taking action in the
future which might result in further flows of refugees.

2. t'tany of the refugees in the vrorld have fled from natural disasters such as
drought' flood or earthquake. It is intrnrtant that the international community
should assist states to do what they can to prevent or mitigate the conseguences of
such disasters. It is also inportant that international efforts to rel-ieve the
victims of such disasters should be as effective and as well co-ordinated as
trnssible. These are guestions which are already being pursued in the United
Nations system. Under the present item the United Kingdorn assumes that the General
Assembly will wish to concentrate upon the quest,ion of averting future flows of
refugees arising from causes set out in paragraph 1 of resolution 35/L24.

3. Such f,lows have their origins in civil- conflict, domestic repression or
exEernal invasion. The steps which Member states, either individually or
collectively' nigtrt take to discourage the creation of refugee flows are bound todiffer from situation to situation and will often be subsumed in wider ef,forts to
resolve a particular crisis or all.eviate a particular situation as a whole.

4. Tbe Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and many other international instruments already proscribe the acts of aggression
and the violations of human rights which are the root causes of many refugeeflows. The united Kingdom believes that the General Assembly should draw attentionto the provisions of those instruments that are relevant to the subject of avertingfuture flows of ref,ugees, and should reaffirm them. The united xintdom hopes thatthis will help to remind Member states of their duty to conduct both their donestic
lnlicies and their relations with each other in such a rray as to avoid creating
refugee flows with all the misery they involve for the refugees themselves and the
burdens they impose on other states.
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5. It will be desirable for the General Assembly to take into account the study
of the guestion of human rights and mass exoduses which has been called for by the
Commission on lluman Rights.

UNITED STATES OF A!{ERTCA

[Original: English]

lI5 July 19811

I. IMRODIrcTION

1. The flow across international borders of refugees seeking escape from
persecution and danger has increased tragically in recent years. lfhese exoduses
have caused extreme suffering and often death to the refugees, nost of whom are
innocent of the events which forced their flight and many of whom are children.
Mass refugee flows inpose serious burdens also on receiving countries. Uany of the
countries of asylum that have received recent refugee flows are developing
countries with linited ability to absorb large numbers of destitute and ill
refugees. In such countries, the influx of refugees can threaten the Snlitical and
social stability of the host Covernment and society. In some instances, refugee
flows constitute a threat to international peace and order. 

"

2. Historically, mass exoduses of people generally have been unplanned and
unintended results of wars between or among countries or of eivil disturbances
within a country. llore recently, however, a profoundly disturbing trend has
appeared. @vernments have deliberately expeLled large numbers of their nationals
either to rid their countries of elements not ideologically or otherwise accepEable
to the @vernments, to inflict a burden on other countries, or for both reasons.

3. Great efforts have been rnade by the C;overnments and trnoples of many countries
and by international and other organizations to meet the restrnnsibilities of the
entire internationaL conmunity to receive, assist and protect refugees. Such
efforts must continue until the plight of the nillions of refugees around the world
has been eased.

4. Caring for refugees is not sufficient, howeverr ag United tihtions General
Assembly resolution 35/L24, passed by a vote of 105 members of the United li&ations'
affirms. It is necessary for the international community to consider ways to avert
new flows of refugees.

II. OBLIGATIONS OF STATES

5, Basic to the prevention of new flows of refugees is the acknowledgenent by
States of their obligations, under international law and based u5rcn the need to
preserve international peace and orderr not to create or maintain conditionsr
circumstances or policies which give rise to new flows of refugees.
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5. Ttre obligations of States to receive, assist and protect bona fide refugees
and not forcibly return them to their countries of origin are well establ.ished(convention and protocol relating to the status of refugees) and generally
observed. These obligations must continue to be obi€rved. li*c measure by a sendingState' no matter how improper or illegal, can'excuse a receiving State fron itsobligations to refugees. By the sane token, the reception of refugees by another
State in no way relieves the sending State of its obligation to avert new flows of
refugees or to receive back its nationals.

7. Ttre obligations of potential sending States, with regard to the novement of
persons across national boundaries, are likewise establ.ished in variousinternational instruments and custonary international law. Because these latterobrigations have been so flagrantly violated in recent years, the united states
Government considers it inportant to reaffirm these obligations and to consider
means to assure their observance. The united States Government considers that
Potential sending states have the following obligations relevant to the novement of
Persons across nat,ional boundaries:

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

!o permit Persons within their borders freely to leave their territoryl
To permit nationars of a country to return to that countryl

(c) Ib avoid policies and practices that would cause significant elements ofthe poputation to flee to other countries, i.e.r
(i) Refraining from trnlitical, economic or social discrinrination against

elenents of the Snpulation within a country on the basis of ethnic,religious, racial, linguistic or economic characteristicst
(ii) Refraining from arbitrary and forced expulsions of persons frorn a countryl

To respect the territorial integrity of other States;

To settle disputes between and among states by peaceful meansl

(f) To resp'ect the immigration laws, relating to entry, of other States;specifically, no State should instigate flows of refugees from its territory intothat of another state against the wirl of tbe receiving state,
(s) !o refrain f,rom use of ref,ugee flows to cause instability or other harmto other Statesl

(h) To co-oPerate with Governments of receiving states at their request, sothat movement of persons across borders is orderly and nondisruptive.
8' It is the opinion of the united states Government that all 0f the above listedobligations on states are explicitly or by clear and strong implication containedin existing custonary or conventional international law. Nevertheless, thepractice of, some Governments in recent years inescapably indicates a need for thestates Members of the united l{ations to review, reaffirm and, if necessary, augmentthe body of international law dealing with the obligations of states as they affectthe creation of new flows of refugees.

/...
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III. ITIE,ASURES TO ASSURE OBSERVAITCE OF OBLIGATIONS

9. The failure of some States to honour their obligations, thereby creating huge
exoduses of their nationals and residents, argues for the establishment of an
institutional nechanism. Such a mechanism would identify and monitor situations
that threaten to result in new flows of refugees, investigate such situations when
appropriate and alert the membership of the United t{ations to situations requiring
action by the General Assembly, Security Council or other entities of the United
Nations.

10. It has been suggested that the General Assenbly establish a special. bocly to
serve the above purposes. However, there is a general consensus among Menber
States against the creation of new entities under the General Assembly. It would
be preferable to many members if the functions desired could be perfornred by
existing entities. Apart fron the General Assembly and the Security Council, there
are other United Nations bodies that could consider the seriousness of trntential
ref,ugee situations. They include the Commission on Human Rights or the E:recutive
Connittee of the United t'Lations High Colrunissioner for Refugees. A !,lember State
that perceived a situation threatening to result in new flons of refugees could
notify the chairman of the designated committee and state the reasons for its
apprehension, The chairman could then ask for an investigation and a report
including, as appropriate, recomnendations on how to deal with the situation.

Il. On the basis of the report, the chairman or a menber State of the cotmtission
or comnittee could call an emergency session of the commission or committee to:

(a) Examine the report of the investigatorl

(b) Examine the claims of the Governnent or Governments that requested the
neeting I

(c) Discuss the situation on the basis of the report and testinonyt

(d) Decide on appropriate actionr which might include:

ti) Submitting recommendations to the bvernrnent of the State in which the
situation at issue exists;

(ii) Subdritting reeornmendations to the Security Council to consider and act on
the situationt

(iii) Submitting recomnendations to a special or regular session of the General
Assembly to consider and act on the situationl

(iv) Calling on the Secretary-General to take actionl

(v) Recommending to the General Assenbly that it request an advisory opinion
of the International Court of Justice on legal aspects of the situationt

(vi) Recommending action to the Secretary-General.
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L2. The question remains as to who night be called upon by the chairman of the
designated comnittee or conunission to investigate and retrrort on situations alleged
to constitute a threat of creating new flows of refugees.

13. One possibility would be UNHCR with its special expertise in and general
reslnnsibility for ine refugee matters. Hor.rever, there might be a feeling among

some members that conducting the kind of investigation envisaged above would imtrnct
unduLy on the ability of the High Cornmissioner and his staff to fulfil their
present mandate.

14. A second possibility is for the Human Rights Comnission to establish a

pernanent special rapporteur to fulfil the desired function. This trrossibility'
lowever, nai be seen by some Member states as going beyond the proper ro]e of the
tluman Rights Comission. The entity charged t"ith in.t"stigation and reSnrting would

be expected to monitor developments which might give rise to nen flows of refugees
so as to be in a lnsition to resgnnd rapidly to reguests for investigation.

15. A third gnssibility is for the Secretary-General to be charged with
investigationl and retrnits called for by the designated conmittee or commission.
Such activity is well within the capability of the Secretary-General and his staff.

rv. coNctusroN

16. l*re General Assembly should set forth the duties of States with respect to
averting new flows of refugees. These duties, in the view of the United States
Government, should include but not necessarily be linited to the obligations
enumerated above. To provide effective guidance, there must be acceptance by a
large majority of the States Members of the United tiliations. Such a consensus or
near consensus would result in a statenent of principles that would not have the
force of international law but would, nevertheless, have considerable influence on

the behaviour of Governments.

L7. iltre instiEutional mechanism discussed above would require a mandate from the
General Assembly, defining its duties, methods and procedures.

18. In the United States' view, the question of establishing a monitoring,
investigating and reporting mechanism is separable from that of reaching an

agreement on the obligations of States as they relate to averting new flows of
ref trgees.
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III. OBSERVATIONS RECETVED FROM UNTTED IIATIONS ORGANS AND
SPECIALIZED AGETiICIffi

OFTICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS DISASTER RELIEF CO-ORDINATOR

Ioriginal: Englishl

[17 r'rarch 1981]

1. lltre office of the United lilations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator ([NDRO) is not
normally concerned with refugee problens a6 they are commonly understood. Hottever,
persons may become technically refugees, in the sense that they have crossed a
national border, as a result of a natural disaster or other taccidental"
catastrophe.

2. iftre Menorandum of Understanding between UNDRO and the office of the United
Nations High CommiEsioner for Refugees (UNHCR) contains the following paragraph:

"2. Responsibility for the co-ordination of relief assistance to Persons
compelled to leave their homes as a result of, or as a precautionary measure
against, the effects of natural and other disasters such as earthquakes'
volcanic eruptions, droughts, floods, storms, and epidemics and also aviation'
maritine, industrial- or nuclear radiation accidents shall rest wiEh UNDRO".

3. UNDRO therefore shares the concern expressed by the General Assembly
concerning the economic and social burdens irnposed upon countries which receive
refugees as well as up,on those calLed utrnn to provide assistance. In UNDROTs viewt
it is inportant that, in atternpting to avoid unnecessary popuLation rnovements of
the kind mentioned above, countries should take all necessary action to reduce and
nitigate the potential effects of catastrophes. This means not only the
establishment of disaster preparedness organizations, but also the careful
inclusion of appropriate disaster prevention factors in development progralmes.

4. Disaster preparedness is action designed to ninimize loss of life and damage
and to organize and facilitate timely and effective rescue' relief and
rehabilitation in case of disaster. It is supported by the necessary legislation
and means a readiness to cope with disaster situations or similar emergencies which
cannot be avoided. It is concerned rith forecasting and warningr the education and
training of the population, organization for and management of disaster situations,
lncluding preparation of operational p1ans, training of relief groups' the
stockpiLing of sulplies and the earmarking of the necessary funds.

5. Disaster prevention on the other hand is the term used to describe measures
designed to prevent natural phenomena from causing or resulting in disAster or
other related emergency situations. ft concerns the formulation and implementabion
of long-range policies and progranmes to prevent or eliminate the occurrence of
disasters. On the basls of vulnerabitity analyses of all risks, prevention
includes both legislation and regulatory measuresl principally in the fields of
physical and urban planning' public works and building.
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6. Consistent preparedness and prevention policies, if followed by Ciovernments
(particularly those of disaster-prone countries but also by others, for all
countries may be subject to rraccidental" disasters) wiff do much to prevent
unnecessary suffering and the possible throwing of unriecesgary burdens upon the
economies of their own and neighbouring countries.

OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES

lOriginal: EnglishJ

[30 April 1981]

1. In so far as efforts to avert new flows of refugees are concerned, this Office
is unfortunately not able to provide any relevant information. The mandate of
UNHCR, as defined by its Statute, is non-political and purely humanitarian. It is
on this basis that the Office assists in the solution of refugee problems and it
cannot concern itself with the circumstances which have brought them into existence.

2" On the other hand, in accordance with paragraphs I and 8 (c) of its Statute,
UNHCR is required to promote the voluntary repatriation of refugees which, if
feasible, is always regarded as the nost desirable solution for refugee problems.
The promotion of voluntary repatriation represents one of the Officers ongoing
tasks and in recent years the Office has co-operated in the implementation of a
number of large-scale voluntary repatriation operations. The question of voluntary
repatriation was considered in detail by the Executive Committee of the High
cornrnissioner rs Prograrune at its thirty-first session (see Ec/scp/L3) .

UNITED NATIONS REL]EF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES
rN TUE NEAR EAST

[Original: English]

[9 March 1981]

1. UNRWATs mandate ]imiLs its concern to Palestine refugees and, on the basis of
an annual authorization from the General Assembly, to other persons in the area who
are <iisplaced and in serious need of continued assistance as a resutt of the June
1967 hostilities.

2. Whether UNRWA would be required to assume additional responsibilities in the
event of a new flow of refugees would be for the General Assembly to decide.
Howeverr nily incident or event (e.9. renewed hostilities in the Middle East) which
resulted in a spontaneous mass movement of registered Palestine refugees would
imnediately involve UNRWA. The international co-operation reguired to avert any
such occurrence depends on the Governments of Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and
the Syrian Arab Republic.
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3. The General Assembly has been seized with the Palestine refugee question and
that of the persons displaced as a result of the Arab-Israeli hostilities in June
1967 at every session since each guestion arose and has made clear its views on the
international co-operation required to facilitate the return of those wishing lo
return.

4. In paragraph 1 of its resolution 35/L3 A of 3 lilcvember 1980, the General
Assembly noted with deep regret that repatriation or compensation of the refugees
as provided for in paragraph lJ- of Assembly resolution 194 (III) had not been
ef fectecJ.

5. There are I.8 nillion Palestine refugees registered with ttNRl{A to whom the
opportunity to return has never been given by the Ciovernment of Israel. It is not
known how many would exercise the option to return if it were given them.

6. In paragraph 4 of its resolution 35/L3 E of 3 tibvember 1980, the General
Assembly called once more upon Israel to take immediate steps for the return of
the displaced inhabitants of the territories occupied by Israel since 1967i and
desist from all measures that obstruct the return of the displaced inhabitants.

7. In the case of both the Palestine refugees and the persons displaced from the
territories occupied by Israel in June 1967, the co-operation of the Government of
Israel is required to facilitate the return of those refugees who wish to return.
That co-operation has been forthcoming only in respect of a small minority of the
displaced inhabitants of the territories.

INTERNATIONAT LABOUR ORGANISATTON

lOriginalr Englishl

[]4 July 19811

ILO activities and progranmes are geared to the promotion of various aspecbs
under the general heading of social justice, the absence of which may be one of the
causes of refugee movements. Beyond this general objective ILO is not competent to
engage in activities to avert flows of refugees. Hordever, once the international
lead organizations have dealt with the inmediate emergency related to these flows'
ILO could engage in various rehabilitation activlties.

all
to
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

tOriginal: Englishl

[8 JulY I98l]

A. Introduction

1. The drama of refugees is as old as the world, but today it has assumed
alarning proportions. Besides the considerable human suffering involved this
situation endangers the political stability of the regions concerned, drains t'he

scarce resources of host countriesr and therefore imperils, sometimes permanently'
their plans for economic and social developnent.

2. The international community has now recognized the dimension of the refugee
problem, which, for the African continent alone, has been estinated at
approximately five million persons. In this context' General Assembly resolution
35/L24 must be welcomed, since it draws the attention of Governments and
organizations to the need for concerted efforb to avert new flows of refugees'

3. The movement of refugees and displaced persons often originates in
socio-political conflicts and/or food shortages caused by drought and oLher natural
disasters. It is upon these causes, thereforer that all action designed to prevenL
new flows of refugees must be centred.

B. New international economic order

4. Civil and other disturbances, both internal and external, affect a large
number of countries which, unfortunatelyr are already often among the most deprived
and vulnerable. Only in a world which has reconciled its own contradictions can
these evils be etiminated. Chaos cannot benefit anyone. Concrete action to
establish a new international econornic order, therefore, must be well advanced
before such tensions can be alleviated.

5. progress made so far in this regard in the fields of food and agriculture, as

well as the obsbacles encountered, were studied by the twentieth session of the FAO

Conference, in l.lovember 1979. A paper summarizing its discussion of the subject
was transnitted to the General Assembly at its eleventh special session in 1980.
As far as the future is concerned, FAO is determined to make a major conEribution
to the food and agriculLure objectives of the International Development Strategy
for the Third United Nations Development Decade. While it would exceed the scope
of this note to give details of the nature of this contribution, FAOrs global aim
in that regard is to assist countries to increase their food and agricultural
production and to take the necessary measures to eradicate hunger and

malnutr i tion.
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C. Self-sufficiency in food

6. Food shortages resulting from natural disasters such as drought are the other
main reason for massive flows of refugees. Measures to preventr predict and
control such situations are therefore of the greatest importance and should form
part of the strategy to ensure food self-sufficiency.

7. To achieve the goal of self-sufficiency, food and agriculture must be the
highest development priority, both as a basis for the elimination of hunger and
malnutrit,ion and for the development of agro-based industries. This priority nust
be reflected in national and regional economic planning, programming and budgeting;
in the policies for investment of domestic savings and external aid; and in
trnlitical and social organization to achieve structural change to benefit the
inequitably treated rural poor.

8. Food emergencies, including famine or the threat of famine, tend to occur'
almost by definition, at times when States and citizens are least able effecLively
to respond to them. This underlines the necessity for advance planning and action.

D. Preventive measures

9. Action must be taken on two fronts: first, to reduce annual fluctuat,ions in
production and, second, Lo increase countriesr readiness to face food shortages
through emergency distribution plans, increased reserve stocks, and improved food
secur i ty.

I0. While man cannoL control the vagaries of the clinate, Lhere are many ways in
whictr t,he appropriate choice of agricultural production patterns and technology can
help to mitigate its effects on output. For instance, in Africa, three main areas
rnerit special attention.

Il. First, there is a need to apply measures to counteract the effects of drought,
such as irrigation, moi.sture and soil conservation, and the creation of safe
sources of drinking watert second, to control large-scale insect and pest atLacks
and plant diseases' so as to avoid heavy crop losses; third, to select appropriate
cropping patterns in order to optinize production.

L2. l{o uniform pattern of national preparedness can be valid for all countries or
for all regions. Holtever, a number of recomrnendations designed to assist countries
at risk to Prepare in advance for emergency situations have been developed by FAO,
in the context of its ongoing work on world food security. These recommendations,
which may be adapted to the specific conditions in each country, invite Governments
to take a series of measures, including 8 '

(a) Setting up of minimum reserve stocks of basic food grains and special
reserves of guality seeds;

(b) Initiation of national monitoring and early warning systems for basic
food suppliesi
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(c) Establishment' on a standby basis, of food disaster units responsible forplanning and organizing food relief programmesi

td) Preparation of food relief contingency plans, to be implemented in the
event of acute and large-scale food shortages;

(e) Elaboration of methods for the timely assessment, of the food siLuation
and food needs of people and regions threatened by food shortages and throughout
the whole country;

(f ) Establishment of criteria for declaring a state of ,,food emergency',.

13. In countries where the logistic problems of food delivery to communities atrisk are particularly acute, it is further recommended that @vernments consider,
wherever feasibler the decentralization to provincial, district and community
Ievels of certain parts of their emergency preparedness and response systems and
faci Iities.

L4. There is a need for action at national, sub-regional and regional levels.
This was demonstrated in the feasibility study on national and regional securitygrain stocks in the Sahel, prepared by F'Ao for the CILss (permanent Inter-state
Comnittee on Drought Control in the Sahel).

E. World food security

15. As a basis for collective action, FAO drew up in.f973 the International
Undertaking on World Food Security, which has since been formally adopted by g2
counLries. By subscribing to the Ulrdertaking, these countries have pledged
themselves to irnplement national sLock trnlieies, in order to help ensrure a minimum
safe level of basic food stocks for the world as a whole, for use at times of cropfailures and natural disasters. The Undertaking stresses the importance of
strengthening food production in developing countries. It also cal1s for special
assistance to these countries for their stock prograrfines, for the establishment of
an effective food infornation and early warning system, and for regular
intergovernmental consultations to review the situation and decide on any action
required.

16- It was envisaged that the nain elements of the International Undertaking would
be translated into a legally-binding instrument, thrgugh the conclusion of an
international- grains arrangement. rt. was also considered that the minimun food aid
target of 10 million tons would be achieved through legal commitnents under a new
Flood Aid Convention. The United Nations Conference to ti&egotiate an International
Arrangenent to Replace the International Wheat Agreement of 1971, while supporting
most of the provisions of a new Frood Aid Convention, was unable to reach agreement
on several essential elements.

L7. It was in that franework that the
plan of action on r^rorlcl food security,
the International Undertaking on WorId

Director-General of FAO drew up a voluntary
incorporating the concepts and pledges of
Itrod Security and focussing on some of the
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most urgent food security problems, especially of the low-income food deficit
countries. This PIan of Action has been endorsed by the FAO Conference and should
now be implemented.

F. Integration or rehabilitation of refugees

18. As well as tackting the main causes of Lhe refugee problem, it is equally
important to assist the refugees and their host countries in finding long-term
solutions.

19. In cases where it is desirable and feasible to encourage the integration of
refugees in the areas of asylun, development programmes could be envisaged, e.g. in
the fields of agricultural production, water supply and,/or management' land
conservation and afforestation, education and training, and health and nutrition.
Such activities could be designed either specifical$ for refugees settled in
newly-reclained areas or for cornmunities made up of local inhabitants and refugees.

20. Iong-term assistance provided by FAO for the setLlement or integration of the
refugees into local communities wiII consist either of new projects or the
extension/expansion of ongoing FAo projects in the countries concerned through
increased inputs of manpower, eguipment and finance. In this connexionr an FAO

food security formulation mission to Sornalia proposed threb'projects which would
also benefit refugees.

2L. In cases where refugees seek asylum in host countries on a temporary basis, or
where their continued stay there night cause problems, efforts must be made to
resettle them in their own countries or places of origin. Such efforts will only
be successful, however, if economic and social conditions permit. In many cases'
the programming of rehabilitation and development phases is incorporated in the
Governments I development plans.

G. Role of FAO

22. By the nature of its basic mandate, FAO can assist Governments in all the food
and agriculture aspects of the refugee problem described in this note.

23. The organization played an active part in the recent International Conference
on Assistance to Refugees in Africa and submit,ted a document (W/P2343/E/4.8L/L/600'l
outlining FAo and l{FP assistance activities for refugees in Africa. As the
Director-General of FAO indicated in this document,

"The ability of FAO and WFP to do more depends on the resources
available. Certainly, the additional resources which would be attributed to
them could be apptied very efficiently and with the utmost speed. rl
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WORLD BANK

lOriginal: Englishl

[27 March 198f]

1. The growing number of refugees, particularly in developing countries, is of
obvious concern to the Bank. In addition to the human suffering which has affected
millions of people, the econonic burden of the refugee problem has seriously
hampered the development effort of several developing countries.

2. The Bank is not competent to offer any substantive comments on the complex
issues which underly the global refugee situationi however, to the extent that the
refugee problem is aggravated by conditions of poverty, the Bank rs financial and
technical assistance to developing countries, in particular its assistance to
progranmes which improve the economic well-being of the urban and rural poor, is a
llositive contribution to the international effort to avert new flows of refugees.


